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Primary radiolytic processes studied by positron
annihilation and emission Moessbauer spectroscopy
The e+ fate since its injection into a liquid until its annihilation is described. There are several steps of the e+
evolution [1]:
1) energy deposition and track structure of fast positrons: ionization slowing down, thermalization, track
structure, terminal positron blob, electrostatic interaction between e+ and radiolytic products in its blob, ef-
fect of local heating;
2) positronium formation in aqueous solutions and othermolecular condensedmedia: theOremodel, quasifree
Ps state, intratrack mechanism of Ps formation. Ps bubble models. “Non-point”positronium: wave function,
energy contributions, relationship between the pick-off annihilation rate and the bubble radius;
3) fast intratrack diffusion-controlled reactions: Ps oxidation and ortho-para conversion by radiolytic prod-
ucts, reaction rate constants, interpretation of the PAL spectra in water at different temperatures.
Intratrack radiation chemical reactions in frozen solutions can be studied bymeans of the emissionMoesbauer
spectroscopy. Radioactive transformation of 57Co into 57Fe (E-capture by 57Co nucleolus) is accompanied
by emission of several Auger-electrons having total kinetic energy about 6 keV. Emission of these energized
electrons leads to formation of a cloud around Moessbauer 57Fe ion with a radius of about 100 Å contain-
ing (200-300) ion-electron pairs (H2O+, e- in case of aqueous solutions). Such a cloud (the Auger-blob [2])
is formed within 0.1 ps. Further fast intrablob processes (ion-electron recombination, electron localization
and scavenging) can be observed experimentally via measuring of the yields of final chemically stable ions
57Fe^3+ and 57Fe^2+ by means of EMS. Observation of these processes is terminated by the lifetime of the
excited Moessbauer nuclei 57Fe, which is about 100 ns. We have studied experimentally reaction ability of
NO3- cations towards quasifree track electrons in frozen aqueous solutions of acids and salts [2]. It was
shown that NO3- scavenges track electron more efficiently than H3O+, but only by a factor of 3. It is in a dras-
tic contradiction with known behavior of nitrite ions in liquid water, where they are very efficient electron
scavenger.
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